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The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services Could Use
Comprehensive Error Rate Testing Data To Identify High-Risk
Home Health Agencies
What Is Comprehensive Error Rate
Testing?
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS)
implemented the Comprehensive Error Rate Testing
(CERT) program to measure improper payments in
the Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) program. CERT is
designed to comply with the Improper Payments
Information Act (IPIA) of 2002, as amended by the
Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery Act
(IPERA) of 2010 and the Improper Payments
Elimination and Recovery Improvement Act of 2012
(IPERIA).

Key Takeaways:
✓ Focusing on high-risk home health agencies
(HHAs) identified using CERT data could provide
CMS with opportunities to reduce improper
payments and the HHA error rate.
✓ We identified 87 high-risk HHAs, which in the
CERT sample had an improper payment rate of 78
percent. During this same period, Medicare paid
these HHAs more than $4 billion for services.
✓ The majority of the HHA errors were related to the
requirements that focus on the physician’s role in
determining the need for HHA services.
Specifically, the majority of HHA errors were
associated with the face-to-face (FTF) evaluation
requirement or physician certification and
recertification of patients’ eligibility.

Purpose of This Data Brief
The purpose of this data brief was to 1)
examine CERT data for fiscal years (FYs)
2014 through 2017 to identify high-risk
HHAs—those with potentially high rates of
improper payments in CERT—as well as
the common types of errors that caused
improperly paid claims; and 2) provide
CMS with information it can replicate and
use to identify high-risk HHAs in its
enforcement and educational efforts to
reduce improper HHA payments and HHA
error rates.

Introduction
Medicare Home Health
Medicare home health benefits include
skilled nursing care, home-based
assistance, and therapeutic services for
qualifying homebound individuals.
Medicare generally reimburses HHAs for
60-day episodes of care and does not limit
the number of episodes that a beneficiary
may receive. In FY 2017, Medicare
reimbursed more than 11,000 HHAs for
nearly 7 million claims for home
healthcare, totaling about $18 billion.
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The CERT Program
Through the CERT Program, CMS calculates the Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) improper
payment rate. CMS randomly selects claims for review and sends a letter to selected providers
requesting medical documentation for the claims. Independent medical reviewers review
medical record documentation to determine whether the claims are paid properly under
Medicare coverage, coding, and billing rules. The randomly selected claims and determinations
are captured by CMS and this information is known as the CERT data.
CMS reported that estimates of improper HHA Medicare payments decreased from about $9
billion (a 51-percent error rate) in FY 2014 to about $6 billion (a 32-percent error rate) in FY
2017, as shown in the CERT program data in Figure 1. These improper HHA Medicare payments
relate to claims submitted for reimbursement from July 1, 2012, through June 30, 2016.

Figure 1: Estimates of Improper Home Health Agency Payments
as Reported by Comprehensive Error Rate Testing
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Although there is no definitive or exhaustive list of high-risk HHA providers, CERT data are a
valuable source of information. Analysis of CERT data is beneficial as it allows us to use claims
data that have been reviewed by an independent medical reviewer to determine whether a
claim has met Medicare necessity and coding requirements and whether it was referred for
proper adjudication by the CMS payment contractors. As such, CERT data can be used in
combination with other methods to identify high-risk HHA providers, reduce improper
payments, and reduce the HHA CERT error rate. And although the CERT data are not definitive
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or exhaustive, the CERT data do have significant value as part of a multifaceted approach to
identify HHAs that represent a high risk for improper payments. The number of HHA claims
that CMS samples on a yearly basis for the CERT program is limited to the minimum number of
claims necessary to statistically determine the estimate of improper payments. For example,
about 1,200 of the approximately 7 million HHA claims were sampled by CERT in FY 2017. With
approximately 11,000 HHAs nation-wide, a large majority of smaller HHAs will not be included
in the sample or will not have enough claims in the sample to identify whether they are at risk.
As a result, the list of high-risk HHAs that can be identified through the CERT data is not
exhaustive. In addition, identification of a provider as high-risk by using the CERT data does not
guarantee that a provider will have a higher error rate overall.
Because no definitive or exhaustive list of high-risk providers exists, it is important to leverage
all significant data sources available, including the CERT data. For example, CMS can identify
HHAs that have three or more improperly paid claims identified by CERT data from FYs 2014
through 2017 and a CERT sample error rate greater than the national error rate for the same
timeframe.1 HHAs identified through this type of analysis are more likely to have higher
improper payment rates than HHAs in general and warrant further review.
We did not review medical records or other documentation. (For a detailed methodology, see
Appendix A.) Although some improper payments may be the result of fraud, improper
payments are not necessarily a result of fraud. We are reporting on improper payments found
in the annual CMS CERT report and not drawing conclusions about fraud. For additional
background information, see Appendix B.

Results of Analysis
Home healthcare has long been recognized as a program area vulnerable to fraud, waste, and
abuse. Our analysis of the CERT data identified high-risk HHAs with high rates of improper
payments as well as the common types of errors that caused improperly paid claims. CMS
could replicate our analysis as part of additional oversight to significantly reduce the annual
HHA error rate.
Using Medicare program data in combination with CERT data from FYs 2014 through 2017, we
determined that Medicare paid more than $4 billion to 87 high-risk HHAs. We found that about
78 percent2 of the CERT-reviewed payments to these HHAs were improper. Our analysis also

1

Each November, CERT reports improper payment information related to claims that span as far back as 18
months. For example, the FY 2017 reporting period covers claims that HHAs submitted from July 1, 2015, through
June 30, 2016.
2

The 78-percent sample error rate cannot be extrapolated to the $4 billion in total payments that were made to
the 87 high-risk HHAs. The CERT data are based on a statistical sample, but standard estimation methods are not
applicable when targeting the subset of a statistical sample that has a higher error rate. We would expect the
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determined that the majority of the errors were related to the requirements that focus on the
physician’s role in determining the need for HHA services. Of the errors, 49 percent were
associated with the FTF evaluation requirement and 16 percent with physician certification or
recertification of patients’ eligibility for services.3

Medicare Paid $4 Billion to 87 High-Risk Home Health Agencies
Using CERT data for FYs 2014 through 2017, we identified 87 high-risk HHAs, all of which had
both a high percentage of sampled claims in error and high improper payment amounts. Of
488 sampled claims associated with these providers, 342 were improper, reflecting an improper
payment rate of about 78 percent4 and approximately $1 million in actual improper payments.
Using Medicare program data during this same period, we determined that Medicare paid more
than $4 billion to these 87 high-risk HHAs.
Yearly, the improper payment rate at the 87 high-risk HHAs in the CERT sample was significantly
higher than the estimated national HHA error rate, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The 87 High-Risk Home Health Agencies’ Error Rate
Compared With the Home Health Agency National Error Rate
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actual error rate for the high-risk population to be greater than the error rate across all providers but less than the
error rate observed in the sample.
3

For a complete list of HHA claim requirements, see Appendix C.

4

CERT reviews from FYs 2014 through 2017 found errors totaling $995,504 of the $1,278,574 (78 percent)
reviewed for the 87 high-risk HHAs.
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Majority of Claim Errors Caused by Insufficient Documentation
The CERT program found that insufficient documentation accounted for more than 90 percent
of the errors for HHA claims in FYs 2014 through 2017. HHA claims have many documentation
requirements that need to be met before the claims are paid. A claim is considered to be in
error because of insufficient documentation if the CERT review contractor, using the
documentation provided, cannot conclude that the billed service or item was actually provided,
was provided at the level billed, or was medically necessary; or when a specific documentation
element that is required as a condition of payment is missing.
Within the insufficient documentation category, the majority of HHA errors were associated
with the FTF evaluation requirement (49 percent) or the physician certification and
recertification requirement (16 percent), as shown in Figure 3 on the next page. The FTF
encounter and physician certification and recertification requirements are Medicare conditions
of payment that document that the FTF encounter occurred and was related to the primary
reason the beneficiary required HHA care. Other HHA insufficient documentation errors, such
as incomplete physician orders or lack of all required assessment information regarding the
measurement of patient outcomes, accounted for a lesser percentage of the HHA errors.

Figure 3: Percentage Breakdown of CERT Error Subcategory for Improper Claims
Caused by Insufficient Documentation From FYs 2014 Through 2017
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Conclusion
CMS could use the CERT data to identify high-risk HHAs as a part of a multifaceted approach
that includes targeted probe and educate reviews as well as aspects of its Fraud Prevention
System to further reduce improper payments and the error rate for claims paid to HHAs. Using
nationally reported CERT program data for FYs 2014 through 2017, we identified 87 high-risk
HHAs, which in the CERT sample had an improper payment rate of about 78 percent and
approximately $1 million in actual improper payments. Using Medicare program data during
this same period, we determined that Medicare paid these 87 HHAs more than $4 billion for
services.
Given the amount of Medicare dollars paid to these providers and the high error rate observed
in the CERT sample, focusing oversight on high-risk HHAs and the prevalent types of errors
could significantly improve the effectiveness of CMS’s efforts to reduce both HHA improper
payments and the CERT error rate.
In addition to this data brief focused on HHAs, our office will issue a report related to CMS’s
overall efforts to use CERT data to identify high-risk providers of all types in the Medicare
program. That report will contain appropriate recommendations for action to further reduce
overall CERT improper payments and CERT error rates.

CMS Comments
In written comments on our data brief, CMS recognized that HHA claims are a major source of
improper payments and described past and future corrective actions that address this issue.
These corrective actions include identifying high-risk HHAs by using CMS’s Fraud Prevention
System, probe-and-educate reviews and targeted probe-and-educate reviews, and a new Home
Health Review Choice Demonstration in Illinois. CMS stated that these sustained efforts have
decreased the home health improper payment rate from 59 percent in FY 2015 to 17.6 percent
in FY 2018 and are reliable and effective.
CMS stated that it does not believe that our methodology for identifying high-risk HHAs is valid,
as the CERT data are not designed to be precise at the provider level. CMS indicated that
providers with a higher number of claims billed are much more likely to be selected by the CERT
review. Additionally, CMS stated that in the past it has attempted to use CERT data to identify
high-risk providers but has found these data to be misleading and ineffective. Therefore, CMS
discontinued the practice of using CERT data to identify high-risk providers. CMS also stated
that its payment contractors have more accurate data at the provider level. CMS’s comments
are included in their entirety as Appendix D.
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Office of Inspector General Response
We recognize that CMS’s efforts over the past several years have contributed to the reduction
of improper HHA payments. However, the HHA improper payment rate remains higher than
the national error rate of 8.1 percent in 2018 for all provider types. Moreover, none of CMS’s
current work precludes the use of CERT data to improve oversight efforts.
Although we agree there are limitations to the CERT data, our analysis for identifying high-risk
HHA providers is valid and can be used to identify areas of potential risk, including specific
HHAs that are high-risk providers needing CMS’s attention from either the enforcement or
provider education perspective. Because no perfect dataset exists for identifying potential
improper payments and to increase the identification of high-risk providers, CMS should
leverage all significant sources, including the CERT data, as part of its efforts to reduce the
improper payment rate.
We disagree with CMS that our method for identifying high-risk HHA providers is misleading
and ineffective. Although we don’t dispute that CMS and its payment contractors may have
additional information employed in its program integrity efforts, our methodology for
identifying high-risk HHA providers is valid. We used valid CERT-sampled data to identify a valid
dataset of HHA providers with high error rates. We maintain that CMS can use CERT data as an
additional tool in its targeted enforcement and education efforts to effectively reduce improper
payments and CERT error rates. The report that we will issue related to CMS’s overall efforts to
use CERT data to identify high-risk providers of all types will contain appropriate
recommendations for action to further reduce overall improper payments and CERT error rates.
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APPENDIX A: SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY
Scope
We analyzed HHA claims data sampled in CMS’s CERT program for FYs 2014 through 2017.
Each sampled claim contained information about the certifying physician, beneficiary, HHA,
enrollment date, discharge date, and diagnosis codes.

Methodology
To achieve our objective, we:
•

reviewed Federal requirements for estimating and reporting improper Medicare fee-forservice payments;

•

obtained CERT data for FYs 2014 through 2017 from CMS;

•

identified CERT data for HHA providers;

•

analyzed data from the Claims Data Warehouse to determine the number of high-risk
HHAs, which we defined as HHAs that had three or more CERT sampled paid claims
identified as improperly paid and whose error rate was greater than the average
national HHA CERT error rate from FYs 2014 through 2017;

•

identified the top HHA error subcategories as reported in the CERT report;

•

summarized the HHA CERT errors by error code and identified the seven common types
of subcategory HHA errors; and

•

discussed the results of our review with CMS officials.

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
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APPENDIX B: HISTORY OF HOME HEALTH AND CERT PROGRAM
BACKGROUND
Medicare Home Health
The Medicare home health benefit covers skilled nursing care, home-based assistance, and
therapeutic services for qualifying homebound individuals. In calendar year 2017, Medicare
reimbursed more than 11,000 HHAs for nearly 7 million episodes of home healthcare, totaling
about $18 billion.
Home healthcare has long been recognized as a program area vulnerable to fraud, waste, and
abuse. Office of Inspector General (OIG) HHA investigations for FYs 2011 through 2015 have
resulted in more than 350 criminal and civil actions, and the Federal Government has recovered
more than $975 million. Additionally, previous reports by OIG and the Government
Accountability Office have raised concerns about questionable billing patterns, compliance
problems, and improper payments. CMS has estimated that in FY 2017, Medicare made more
than $6 billion in improper payments to HHAs. The Office of Evaluation and Inspections (OEI)
published in 2016 a data brief identifying common characteristics in OIG home healthcare fraud
cases.5

Medicare Integrity Challenge
OIG has identified the integrity of Medicare payments as one of the top management
challenges facing the Department of Health and Human Services. OIG’s efforts in addressing
this challenge are aimed at identifying and recommending methods to minimize improper
payments; holding providers accountable for fraud, waste, and abuse; identifying ways to close
exploited loopholes; and examining payment and pricing methods to ensure that Medicare, its
beneficiaries, and taxpayers realize value for program expenditures.

Estimating Improper Medicare Payments
The IPIA, P.L. No. 107-300, requires the head of a Federal agency with any program or activity
that may be susceptible to significant improper payments to report to Congress the agency’s
estimate of improper payments. In addition, for any program or activity with estimated
improper payments exceeding $10 million, the agency must report to Congress the actions that
the agency is taking to reduce those payments.

5

Nationwide Analysis of Common Characteristics in OIG Home Health Fraud Cases–OEI-05-16-00031
https://oig.hhs.gov/oei/reports/oei-05-16-00031.asp, issued June 2016.
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IPERA, P.L. No. 111-204, which replaced and consolidated the requirements of both IPIA and
the Recovery Audit Act, retained the core provisions of the IPIA while requiring improvements
in agency improper payment estimation methodologies and improper payment reduction plans.
IPERA also significantly expanded the scope and reporting requirements of recovery audit
programs.
The IPERIA, P.L. No. 112-248, was enacted to intensify efforts to identify and prevent payment
error, waste, fraud, and abuse within Federal spending and to recover improper payments. The
IPERIA requires agencies to identify high-priority Federal programs that have the highest dollar
value or rate of improper payments and to provide greater levels of oversight and review.
Through the CERT program,6 CMS calculates the Medicare fee-for-service (FFS) improper
payment rate. The CERT program also calculates improper payment rates for various Medicare
services, including home health services.7 Each year, the CERT program evaluates a statistically
valid stratified random sample of Medicare FFS claims to determine whether they were paid
properly under Medicare coverage, coding, and billing rules.
Under the CERT program, CMS randomly selects Medicare FFS claims for CERT review and sends
a letter to selected providers requesting medical documentation for the claims. For home
healthcare recertifications of home health benefit eligibility and subsequent episodes of care
that are selected as part of the CERT program’s review, the CERT letter requests that the
original FTF encounter documentation and original certification be submitted with any other
documentation that supports the recertification, subsequent episodes of care, or both.
Independent medical reviewers review medical record documentation to determine whether
claims are paid properly under Medicare coverage, coding, and billing rules. If the
documentation does not support that the rules were met, the medical reviewer counts a
payment as either a total or partial improper payment and then places the improper payment
into one of five CERT improper payment categories: (1) no documentation, (2) insufficient
documentation, (3) medical necessity, (4) incorrect coding, or (5) other.

6

The CMS CERT report and additional details can be found at www.cms.gov/cert.

7

For FYs 1996 through 2002, OIG estimated and reported improper Medicare FFS payments and national error
rates. In November 2003, CMS assumed this responsibility, and OIG began providing oversight of the error rate
process. OIG reports related to the error rate process include:
• A-05-08-00080, https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region5/50800080.pdf, issued October 7, 2010;
• A-01-09-00511, https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region1/11100511.pdf, issued September 29, 2009;
• A-01-09-00500, https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region1/11500500.asp, issued May 12, 2009; and
• A-01-07-00508, https://oig.hhs.gov/oas/reports/region1/10700508.pdf, issued August 22, 2008.
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In the most recent reporting period (2017), the FTF encounter documentation subcategory
made up the majority of HHA CERT errors. When claims have errors related to the FTF
encounter, CMS denies them, and the full Medicare payment is recovered. FTF errors include
insufficient FTF documentation from the physician to support the patient’s homebound status
and need for skilled services.
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APPENDIX C: HOME HEALTH REQUIREMENTS
REQUIREMENTS OF HOME HEALTH AGENCY SERVICES
Medicare generally reimburses HHAs using a Home Health Prospective Payment System, as per
§ 1895 of the Social Security Act, for 60-day episodes of care (60-day episode payment) and
does not limit the number of episodes that a beneficiary may receive. The Medicare payment
for these 60-day episodes covers six types of services: (1) skilled nursing services, (2) home
health aide services, (3) physical therapy, (4) speech-language pathology services,
(5) occupational therapy, and (6) medical social services. Durable medical equipment (DME)
items are excluded from the 60-day episode payment; HHAs bill for DME items separately.
To be eligible for Medicare home health services, a patient must have Medicare Part A or
Part B, or both, and per §§ 1814(a)(2)(C) and 1835(a)(2)(A) of the Social Security Act, must:
•

be confined to the home,

•

need skilled services,

•

be under the care of a physician,

•

receive services under a plan of care established and reviewed by a physician, and

•

have had an FTF encounter with a physician or allowed non-physician practitioner.

Care must be furnished by or under arrangements made by a Medicare-participating HHA.

The Face-to-Face Requirement
A certifying physician must document an FTF encounter with a patient. The HHA must obtain
documentation that the FTF encounter with the patient occurred and that the encounter was
related to the primary reason the beneficiary needs home healthcare. The FTF requirement is a
Medicare condition of payment, and if the certifying physician does not complete the
documentation correctly, CMS may deny the HHA payment. CMS holds the HHA financially
accountable for ensuring that the documentation from the physician meets the applicable
criteria. If the FTF requirement is not met, CMS may deny the HHA payment.

Physician Certification and Recertification
For a beneficiary to qualify for home health services, a physician or clinician must certify and
recertify every 60 days that a Medicare beneficiary is (1) homebound; (2) needing intermittent
skilled nursing care, physical therapy, or speech therapy, or continuing occupational therapy;
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(3) under the care of a physician; and (4) under a plan of care that has been established and
periodically reviewed by a physician. If the physician certification or recertification requirement
is not met, CMS may deny the HHA payment.
Common Subcategory Error Code Types
We used CERT error codes8 to identify specific issues for each improper claim. We identified
seven common types of HHA errors specifically related to insufficient documentation:
•

missing or insufficient FTF evaluations;

•

missing or insufficient doctor certification or recertification of patients’ eligibility for
services;

•

missing or insufficient orders;

•

outcome and assessment information not in the Outcome and Assessment Information
Set (OASIS)9 repository or medical record;

•

missing or insufficient progress notes supporting billed dates of service by specific
specialists;

•

missing or insufficient plans of care; and

•

other insufficient documentation, such as an incorrect Healthcare Common Procedure
Coding System code, no physical therapy initial evaluation, or no plan of care for
therapy services.

8

For this analysis, error codes are subcategory codes identified in the CERT program data. These subcategories are
a more specific breakdown of errors than the publicly reported error types used by the independent medical
reviewers.
9

The OASIS contains data items developed for measuring patient outcomes for the purpose of performance
improvement in home healthcare. OASIS assessments are collected at specified time points for adult (18 years old
or older) Medicare and Medicaid patients. The assessments are required of all HHAs certified to receive Medicare
and Medicaid payments.
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APPENDIX D: AGENCY COMMENTS

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES

Centers for Medicare & Medic aid Services

Administrator
Washingtcn, DC 20201

OATF.:

APR 25 2019

TO:

Daniel R. Levinson
Inspector General

FROM:

Seema Verma
Administrator

SUIUECT:

Ollice orinspector General (OIU) Drall Data Brief: Using Comprehensive Error
Rate Testing Data to Assess High-Risk Home Health Agencies (i\-05-17-00035)

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) appreciates the opportunity to review and
comment on the Office of Inspector General's (OIG) draft data brief. Due to the concerns laid
out below, CMS requests that this response be included in the published final data brief.
CMS recognizes that Home Health Agency (HHA) claims are a major source of improper
payments. The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) has identified home health as a
service area driving improper payments and has detailed corrective actions lo address this issue
in HHS Agency Financial Reports, including the most recent report. 1 As a result of CMS 's
sustnined efforts in this area, the home henlth improper payment rate decreased from 59 percent
in Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 to 17.6 percent in FY 2018.
In its data brief, OIG attempted to identify error-prone HHAs through Comprehensive Error Rate
Testing (CERT) data. OIG examined CERT data for HHA providers !'rum FY 201 4 through 2017
an<l i<lemilied HHAs Lhat had three ur more CERT-stimpled paid claims identified as improperly
ptiid and whose error rate was greater lhan the average national HHA CERT improper payment
rate from the same time period. OJG then labeled these HHAs as "error-prone HHAs."
CMS does not believe this methodology for identilying error-prone HHAs is valid. The CERT
pmgrnm calrnlales Lhe improper payment rate for the entire Medicare Fee-lbr-Service program
hy evaluating a statistically valid stratified random ~ample of claims to determine if they were
paid properly unde r Medicare coverage, coding, and billing rules, The CERT sampling
melho<lology meets the Medicare FFS program precision requirements as required by law and
implemented by the Office of Management and Budget A-123, Appendix C.2 However, the
service-type improper payment rates do not have similar precision requirements and therefore the
CERT dtita is nol precise at the provider level.

' Jnq,,: "" ".hhs.~m sites dd'u ult liles 1\-20 18-hh,-a~~nc, -linancial-rcllQ!'.Uldf
The Improper Payments Information Act of2002, Pub. L. No. 107-300, as amended by the Improper Payments
Elimination and Recovery Act of 2010, Pub. L. No, 11 1-204, and the Improper Payments Elimination and Recovery
Improvement /\ct Df 2012, Pub. L. No. 112-248.

2
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mc:ho-ds. CMS li~CS 1h1,; 1'1-aud Pt~:cotkin Sy::.lrn\ :<:- l1kntit\'. at tllC time (if dairn mh,ni5;.~fon.
v:!l~ll mfof.-il~cs Cl/ iilfc-!l:ion.11 b~!i.,vi,x m,\y :1.":.'\d to impropcc pnyiltl;llB or .uld...~1.c...-· ll'au.:l.
Cum::.mly. CM,":. h.1s l ~ h<lud l'T~W('nli(.)t: Sys,l1.:u1 mo,:kls: mi:.-tlyLiu;,.r J-l_li..:\ ,:~h1im.'>.

In ,1rid.tli:,o. CMS has. con.:hJ.;.t;;.;1 r,vo Prob..-: nod c-Oucnt;; 1·,~vkw pr•~i~i:-ts. wltb HH.\s. l..n :h~ fosr
pr~icc.-t, C).1S ,::c,nJ,ic.·1.;d 'J)rc-paymcn. r.,;v1cws oi hou:1.~ho 1Jlll i:.·Jmm-; for cpiso(k:s !h at bc~an on
or ~1fl,;r AuglL)~ I. 2•)1 ~. 1Hom.; Hc,-tlh Yl-\Cs ~cJ:.-<.:lcd ~t 5~\mpk 1,\f S <.:h1i.n.b f t)l' pr,;•pr...ym.::nl
review !'mm t:a::h TTTTA wi1hin lheir jur:sdi<:llnn. n.,.,;e,l on Lh:: resu ll" of 1hc:"c inilial r::•:ie\\>'-.>
M 1\ C's .:r,111lu i.:le,I :?m\'i1:~r :-.11c~ 111.: ~lm::ili,mal 111!l1-c;;1.&.: h. nil' Jlm,;c 1'11",wid~!- i1lc:111i lic-1: a:-. hw,·in;!.
nH)derate \1-r mnjnr t1);lCerl15., l\·f:\( 's tt (le>.ticed chc- )>rohe and Educate proc~!. for d:ite5- ot $,.e,;.,•ic.e5,.
o..::ct1rtillg at:.; r education had h..::cn pmvidc,;l
·11:.: s:.·.:-vnd l 'rob.:: ,md .Cc'Jc..ni:.~pn.j..;~~t. 2mt.l\•,11 :1s Targ1.·1:.~d J'wbi:.~~md J::dm-.:1!c, 1-s ODi,!•.lin;;. A.:; ,,
pate ,J t' this hrnadcr Iai·gc:..:::i Prohc and I:ducacc 1woccs5-, which now appli~~ tt) :ill item~ at1d
~cr:icc.,,, M.:\C!: f.1cu~ oi: s,)~c.ifk. HH1\!: thn! have h.::en id.:1ltifi..xl tiln-,ugh dama11nly;;i!: a!: t~ in~
,, l'.\Oh)Utfal ris!\ k\ lh1.~tk:Jkm·c nw.:1 .Fund,; or Ut:1! exhibit :1bcr:,1ul billing cL,mp;1r.::c.t (o .cl)l
HHA;. b·L.a..C:s r'-'vi.;w 20-40 clatms ;,er rom:d. for :1lN;tJ <.if up 10 thri.":.- rLmnds c,,f r,;'lii.'\'i p::r
IIIL~. A.f1:;;r ~,t<.:h round vf ri;;•;iv\'-', pn,v:d<-r'> ~1r:;; c.,ff;rt:d individu..1U:t::::d ¢th1<.:.;1ti<., n b11~d un 1,h;
re-:uhs ,1r the,;e r:•:ic\.,._, Jill ~ i: wi1I· confnne:l hipjl error ral:::!'> :•Iler 1.hrc:: rmm,l,; nr re\•icw m;•:y
lJc- 1·elelTt'd b C~1S l'~,r addition:.il ~1..:ti,111. wi1id1 m<.1;, indu1.:. e I(l(J 1•:r..:eut prep,1.ymc:1:1re\•ie.,,,,
~crnp.ol:itk,n. M 1'C fon :tl to ti:;.; I IMnc J l..::ahh l{CC.:)V'C1')' :\'.1dit Cl)1\:'l'J.l.'mr. J'r()Vid;,;1-::. may he
1~mo\·..xl :tom the ;\;vlc1,\.· px,oc~~ lf t}lcy d:mon.~t1·.1.c1,; t~)'.¥ cm)1' 1.111,;~ M ~1.1fticicm lmpciwrn1;,;nt
' ( 'r:1•.l'l'; for M•:dfr,nl: & Mi:dfr,:.d ~,-e•: i,.-~· l!·:-.· 1Jf ~-k di,·UJ~ r·,·-.'\-r'o::·-~•·,,j._,_. ~ t1.11Rm,• Uak1• • o !d~'1.lify :m.:.l.
rnew, l')ll n,r.~'-T'r.,ne T'h,vi1kr; (A-054;,F,.fJi•tl~ti), Ocp1uiJ1lCflH,7'1k11!th H.:i m·.mnr, Scrt·kc.:. Oftk c nt'Tn$pc,zrnr
r~ncrnl, (ktohcr 2·'.>10. l!ffp~ :.:oi...J1h;.,.:,,w.'C18!.' r.::,,-.·,rt~:1.::·.:-irin:i,.50Rt1°}130 ptl~:
:,.,.ft,;•llot I l,>11:I"! I1..:1111 ( 'l:11111-. f,,. l-'1,1bo,• :111:I hl11,·;, I'! lfrt•i,..·., : I p i:,11,lr!-. ll,:i1 I k';_'iu ,111 "' •\fll"!1 .o\"t'Ji-;I I. '<ii ':
\ ·fl.'\ M11n,:~, III lps:::w•:;•.-.·.(.•111s., ,, ,.,...,: )111r ::u~h-.:nd-h:lucn11ou: \ i ._.,.:bcnr:.:-1.czm 1111··• 1\-:1 wor k~:!L.\.'.MLN.\ taI .l"l•>.:\t1fr b :T:i.:,wu!o;1cl~•'S!..: l ~Ji 1.df
£
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m error rntes. Sm.,;e che nnth1nw1de r ;1r.~et:~1 l'mhe-and I :rlu :llte pro:tii$. he.~;in 1n (ktober 2017,

i\J_lpr<lximacely 3,00(J TJTJ.,, provi<leri> h:we hec-.n revie1.ved.

111 addition. C~\'lS is be~lllJlll1i fhe J!c,iue Health Review Chc-i'-~e l>emou:..trntfon in JHin i:,
on .lune 1. 201:i. JllL\s w.U~eJ-ect from tlu·e-e b itial '-~hoices.: pee-claim review, poupayu:e-Jlt
review. or m1mm~I pn$:tpnyment re\·1ew with n 1;=;. percent p;1yment rednwon. A ll ep1snde~, <lf
care slm·tlll.g uu 01 ul)t.T Jum.~1 \\•ill be subiccl lLl (ltc I\'quir'-~m~~ut; of lhc ( hok,: sd:;<.·tL~<l.•~!)c: a
&-111oud1 pc-ti!)J, 111L1ts d..::u:,:,nsr.ratiug C(•Jllpli.·m~..:: wi:h t,11;,djo.;ar~ mks du·-ough 1)1·1;--..~fajm rcvj~w
or J)L)S:fPJ)'mtut revie-w will h.·we add.tional choic6. indudjn.; relief frnm most revie._,,;;. txcept
for a revit.w of a smaU 5..tmple ,,fd aim.'l. This demait~trntion will .t)Si~t in devefopi1:g impcove".d
VW\'t'<lllr\.'S to i(fo11til~· ;11:d •r.:.· v\.~:1t fn.ud. JJrolixt b1.~t.·fic:~u-i.:."5 fi:\llll lrnnu. uu<l ~afcy.mnl ta.'i.µa)•'-ir
Jolla:s.
\Ve belitve the 1:1ttb;,,,)ds CMS cuneudy ,1H!~ co em,,re th~ ime9,rity ,:if the .Vle,licare prog,ram a11d
·dc111lr:- cmlr-1oro11c pnwi,l,:rs ar:~rdiahh· :m,) dfo,·.1i v,, Wl ,ilt~ ·w,~~ppn~~i,,11~OTC,·x dfor1:.. 011
this issu.:.~and ~n; <.lp<.'11w lluvn.1v\.·tucuts i11 our µrL·•grnlll. Wl' w~:iutaiu thal the UK)tL.od hl~hli'l. b1.:.~d

co identify ~rror-prc,uc pwvidcrs. in :bi~ daca brief is iu.is.kadin;a ,m.1 iudfr~.fr,r~. W~ will continue
co v;cirk with C.UG on way$ t,, identify and rcduc,c impr,)p(':1· pr,ymcnt.~.
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